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CHAPTER 1

1. Abstract

Through observations, readings (Journals, Articles and Blogs) the author found out that most

of the higher education (Universities and colleges) inMalaysia are using power point slides

as the lecturing visual aid. It cannot bedenied that it is one of the important and useful aids

that the lecturers or the speakers can use to attract and build anunderstanding of the subject

domainmat can be transferredto the audience. The author belief that it will be more valuable

and useful if it is being used together with some other Knowledge Management tool such as

storytelling method (also known asReflective Learning, Narrative orPedagogy Technique).

Throughout this report, the author will explain the concept of storytelling and how it can be

used in higher education. In the background section, explanations on what is actually

storytelling is all about and how it's going to boost the knowledge transfer process.

Moreover, there will be a discussion on the type of storytelling method and the stages of

telling stories n order to make it more interesting. The problems that trigger the author to

come out with this research is because of the current issue that is being faced by students

nowadays which is the difficulty of recalling and reflecting the theories into real life

situation. They also having a problem in limiting themselves to the power point slides

provided by the lecturers during the lecture without trying to think out of the box. The

objective of this project is To study whether storytelling method can be used to improve

student's performance in higher education, To compare 2 methods which is power point

slides teaching session (without related stories or examples) and power point presentation

slides + Storytelling method (real life example, related video or analogies), To create an

awareness of storytelling method by creating UTP Story Sharing website.

Next, the author also will explain on how the research will be conducted throughout the 2

semesters in order to prove the objectives of the research. The specific domain of research

area tobewithin the Management and Humanities Department and Fundamental and Applies

Sciences Department of UTP since the author needs to focus on one area due to the
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limitations of time. There are few articles or research papers that the author has referred to in

order to come out with this report and all the contents will be discussed in detail in the next

few sub topics of this report.

2. Background
Storytelling is the human action whether verbally or visually that conveys feelings and

experiences to the listeners. Everyone in this world will have their own stories that they can

share with otherpeople andthe people who listen to it willtendto remember the information

contains in the story better because it is unique. "Storytelling is an art of recreating literature-

taking theprinted words in a book andgiving them life. (World Book Encyclopedia, 1976)"

This is why storytelling is being considered as an effective teaching aid that can be used

together with power pointslides for both kids andadults since it canhelp them to remember

better especially for the higher education students who needs to remember huge number of

information in order to sit for their final examination. By relating the experiences or the

stories with the education theories, the learning curve will be more interesting and unique

which lead the students to remember the content more than just reading it from the text book

or power point slide. Why it is said to be more interesting is because it has the ability to

attract the student's attention from falling asleep or doing some other activities in class

during the class time.

There are few types of storytelling method thatcanbe used by the storytellers andfew of the

examples including Digital Storytelling, Video Storytelling, Documented Storytelling, and

Face to Face Storytelling. Storytelling will have its own plot in order to make the stories

more interesting and unique. The process of telling stories including Beginning, Rising,

Climax and Resolution. This plot must be directly related to the stories that are being used

for the theories explanation in class. The storytellingmethod that the author will be focusing

on throughout this research is the face to face storytelling method.

Storytelling happens in many situations, from kitchen-table conversation to religious ritual,

from telling in the course of other work to performances for thousands of paying listeners.
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Some storytelling situations demand informality; others are highly formal. Some demand

certain themes, attitudes, and artistic approaches. As noted above, the expectations about

listener interaction and the nature of the story itselfvary widely. There are many cultures on

earth, each with rich traditions, customs and opportunities for storytelling. All these forms of

storytelling are valuable. All are equal citizens inthe diverse world ofstorytelling.

With the given advantages above, the author believes that storytelling can create a great

impact in boosting the knowledge transfer process since it can attract the student or the

listeners in the higher education to pay more attention and memorizing the storyline that is

being told in the class which indirectly will help them to understand and memorize he

knowledge that are beingtransferred from their lecturers.

The author has came out with 2 sets of questionnaires and it has been distributed to the

lecturers and students from various field in UTP including the Electrical and Electronics

Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, petroleum

Engineering and Information Communication Technology and Business Information System

faculties. The purpose of the questionnaires is to know the level of knowledge and usage of

UTP society on the Storytelling methods inUTP. From the questionnaires results, the author

found out thatthe storytelling method isactually being used by some of the lecturers and it is

preferableto many students.

Because of the analyzes results that the author extracted from the questionnaires result, the

author is interested to do more research on this area and try to prove that it is one of the

methods that canbe widely used as the visual aid in classroom to support the existing method

which is Power Point Presentation. So, by coming out with this research and finding, the

author hopes that UTP society will appreciate the contributions that storytelling can provide

in the learning and teaching process in UTP.
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3. Problem statement

Currently in UTP, power point presentation slides are the most popular way of teaching

among the lecturers in the higher education. This method is a good method to be used as

visual aidduring the knowledge transfer process from the lecturer to the students butbear in

mind thatnotall students willpay full attention if there are slides thatthey can refer too even

though they are not following the presentation presented by the lecturers. Students also tend

to limit themselves to the notes provided by the lecturers through the power point slides. By

referring to the slides, student will tend to limit themselves from visualizing or imagining the

information in the real life situation. This feet is being gathered through observation and

randomverbal questionnaires to the 20 studentsfrom various faculties, year of study and also

gender. Storytelling can support the problem mentioned by allowing the students to expand

their ability to imagine and visualize the statements that is being said by the lecturer.

Moreover, from the questionnaires result that the author has distributed to the lecturers and

students from various fields in UTP, there are limitations to the power point presentation

slides. Few of the examples of the limitations are need to have a proper laser pointer in order

to highlight on the point that the lecturer wants to focus on, the lengthy explanation is not

suitable to be fitted on the power point slides because it might be too long, students unlikely

to jot down the notes since it has listed down on the slides, less student's participations and

limited space for examples. If storytelling comes in, the usage of laser pointer and the use of

lengthy explanation can be minimized since the story or the example (tacit) knowledge

resides in the storyteller's memory. The storyteller can just externalize it even without using

any power point slides.

The students also had provided some views on the usage of power point slides alone in the

teaching process; they claimed that the presentation will be too plain and boring if they

attend to the classes just to read the notes from the slides. So, storytelling method can be used

to enhance the knowledge transfer process together with the power point slides in order to

guide the students on the subject domain and also to retain student's attention in class. The

students also says that, there should be more tools used by the lecturers in order to make the
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class livelier and interesting and the excitement will make the students excited to come to the

class again in the following session.

4. Purpose and Objectives

4.1 To study whether storytelling can be used as alternative way of teaching to improve

student's performance in UTP.

4.2 To conduct compare 2 methods which is power point presentation session (without

related examples) and power point presentation + storytelling method (real application

examples, related video and analogies)

4.3 To create an awareness among UTP society on storytelling teaching method by creating

UTP Story Sharing Website.
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5 Scope

During this project, the author is focused on one of the Knowledge Management scope which

is Knowledge Transfer within the higher education specifically on the face to face and Web

Based or Digital storytelling knowledge transfer method.

The author had chosen to focus within the UTP domain itself because of the time limitations

for the Final Year Project which must be completed within a year (2 semesters). The research

is narrowed down to the face to face storytelling method in the Management and Humanities

Department of UTP specifically in Principle of Economics subject and Fundamental and

Applied SciencesDepartmentspecifically in Foundation Physics subject.

Management and Humanities department is consisting of the subjects which need more

subjective explanation during the knowledge transfer process. For example, in Financial

Management subject, the lecturers might have experience in the real industry before, by

using the experience that they have, they can explain on how the theories in the subject is

relating to the real practices in the industry.

Moreover, after analyzing on the management subject, the author also doing a research on

whether storytelling is suitable to be used in technical subject. The subject that is being tested

is Foundation Physics. The author is trying to study on the statement that has been stated by

the Management lecturer from the previous classroom research where the lecturer had

mentioned that storytelling might not be suitable for Foundation students and technical

subject which consists of calculations. That is why Foundation Physics is being chosen as the

second classroom research.
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CHAPTER 2

6 Literature Reviews

Since people began to communicate with each other, storytelling has been a request of both

children and adults. Storytelling is a process when a person telling others of something. The

story can be of a real event or it can be made up but it must be relevant to the real life.

Storytelling is often a part of our everyday conversations. It is one of the earliest forms of

folk-art. Storytelling expresses the joy of being alive and being used to ease the hard work

and boredom of laborious tasks. Later the storyteller became the community entertainer by

combiningtheir stories with poems, music and dance. The storyteller also can be considered

as group ofhistorian.

6.1 Video Storytelling

There is another research paper on the Video storytelling written by Beth Snoke Harris in the

year of 2006. He focuses on the usefulness of videoas a visual aid to support the teachers in

order to arrange their learning resources and transfer their knowledge to their students

effectively. From the research also, they found out that by using video in class room, the cost

of traveling for a learningtrip can be saved and the quality of learning can be improved too.

[6]

Nowadays, students are more likely to spend their time with the Internet and Television

rather than spending their time with the parents, so digital storytelling is one of the ways to

let the students learn about something new and has the reflection out of it. According to this

paper, students nowadays not only need to be verbally literate but also visually literate, so

video storytelling is effective in this sense. Virtual literacy is the ability to appreciate,

interpret, evaluate and analyze visual communications of all kind. There are so many

advantages of using video as a medium of teaching, for example, the video can be stop,

replay and rewind if the students couldn't understand some particular part of the learning and

it is also have an audio which can support the visual understanding of the story.

During this research, the researcher also have tried to compare between the level of

understanding when the audio or the sound of the video is being taken out and the student

10
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only can see the movement of the video to the full video with the audio. The result of the test

is not provided in the research paper but I belief that a video will be more effective with an

audio aid. [6]

6.2 Storytelling and puzzles in Software Engineering course

Another research paper that I think can be a useful reference for me is the research paper

wrote by Krishnan Rao from King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals with the title

of Storytelling and puzzles in Software Engineering course. In this research paper, the author

mentioned that "From time immemorial storytellinghas been used as a powerful educational

tool to exchange and propagate complex ideas. A narrative or story in its broadest sense is

anything told or recounted and by using interesting stories, it makes us want to know what

will happen next, the excitementwill attract the students to focus and concentrateduring the

knowledge transfer process". [10]

In this research, the writer has identified 3 ways ofusing storytelling in technical subjects

such as computer science subject which are as listed below:

a) Providing historical/biographical context to a subject.

b) Illustrating a concept by a story.

c) Embedding educational materials into a story. [10]

6.3 Storytelling from Nonaka model point of views

Nonaka has come out with tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge term as the two main

types of human knowledge that can be externalized and internalized by human. The key to

knowledge creation lies in the way it is mobilized and converted through technology. Tacit to

tacit communication is called socialization. This situation takes place when the meetings

discussions are between 2 parties. Tacit to explicit communication is called Extematization.

It is the verbalization among people through dialog for example a brainstorming session.

Explicit to explicit communication also as known as Communication is the transformation

phase that can be best supported by technology. Explicit knowledge can be easily captured

11
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and then distributed or transmitted to worldwide audience. Explicit to tacit communication,

Internalization implies taking explicit knowledge, the codified documentations and

generating new ideasor taking constructiveaction fromthose documented documents. [12]

Storytelling is a method transferring tacit knowledge from one individual to another. This

research paper is concentrating on the framework and structure of the storytelling process

which consist of 4 phases including intention, creation, narration and reception. The author

developed the propositions to investigate differences in using storytelling as a knowledge

transfer tool. [9]

Nonaka model plays important roles in storytelling as a knowledge transfer method. Since

storytelling involves socialization, communication, internalization and externalization from

both the storyteller and the audience who listen to the stories.

Throughthis research the author distinguishes between the 2 kind of storytelling which is the

knowledge disclosure mechanism and storytelling to create meaning and understanding.

Storytelling as a mechanism is a helpful tool to retainthe valuable tacit knowledge from the

expert while the storytelling to create meaning and understanding metaphors to transfer

knowledge in more transparent way. [9]

Stories cannotbe usedto transfer all kind of knowledge but it is a powerful tool in assisting a

formal education process. Stories allow the audience to comprehend new experiences and

make judgment. Information that is being transferred through a story hasa significant impact

on the judgmentand understanding of the audience. Knowledge transfer through storytelling

can help the audience to memorize the information through a cognitive learning and it

promotes the transfer of tacit knowledge since it is initiating the creation of shared mental

models by clustering within familiar archetypes. It tends to attract more attention than other

forms ofknowledge transfer methodswhere the intention is clearly defined. [4]

12
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From the figure of SECI model above, storytelling process involve all ofthe process as stated

in the model above. Socialization happen when the storyteller is gathering the experience and

stories from different sources such as during their working period, meetings, when they are

chatting with their peers or even when they are having a holiday with their family.

Externalization of tacit knowledge occurs when the storyteller is telling or transferring the

knowledge or the stories to the audience. When they are telling the stories, they need to

externalize their knowledge to the audience and the can do it face to face basis or even

transferring it to the codified knowledge form. The audience will then internalizes the stories

or the knowledge by listening and understanding or reflects the story if it is in the face to face

basis. But id it is in a codified form, they can read it and understand it and it is call a process

of internalization.

Sometimes, a combination method need to be used because the storyteller sometimes can be

the listener too when the other person is telling their opinions or experience. So when they

are telling stories, they are using the externalization but at the same time they can apply

internalization when they change their role from a storyteller to listener or the audience.

13
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6.5 Using Storytelling to reflect on IT project

Using storytelling theory supported by experiences from a workshop and interviews with IT

practitioners, this paper proposes a workshop design to assist group knowledge sharing at

post project reflection meetings. The storytelling approach to reflection constitutes a process

whereby tacit knowledge possessed by individual project participants from different IT

projects can be externalized and collectively shared and expanded. The suggested design lets

the participants both reflect on their own practice through comparison with others and creates

a process through which they can learn from other's experiences. [11]

The prerequisites for learning from other peoples' experiences are that a shared knowledge

base is established and that development experiences are actively processed through

individual and collective reflection, negotiation, and expansion. The researcher suggest

storytelling (oral storytelling) as a relevant means for building a shared understanding, for

making sense ofpast actions, and for envisioning the future (Bruner, 1990).

From the statement above, the conclusion can be made that; storytelling can be used as

knowledge transfer method not only in the management field but even Information

Technology field which are technical in nature. This can be done b adapting the right stories

at the right time to the right group ofperson.

According to Ryan, there are 5 approaches to the study of stories (narratives) which is the

existential approach deals with the subject's relation to other subjects and to the world, the

cognitive approach describes narrative as an operation of the mind, as a way to create

meaning, the aesthetic approach deals with textual phenomena both analysis and the

construction of such, the sociological approach analyses the contexts in which narration takes

place and the technical approach defines narratives and narrative elements. (Ryan, 2001)

Looking at the statement above, all the approaches are actually being adapted to the different

situation where a storytelling can be used. For example, if the intention of the story is as a

learning reflection, the cognitive approach can be applied while ifthe intention is to share the

experience with peers or students in order to broaden their knowledge, the sociological

approach can be used as it is more informal in nature.

14
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6.6 Storytelling as a knowledge disclosure mechanism

Accordingto Dave Snowdenin one ofhis writing, stated that the use of storytelling as a

disclosurecreates a largelyselfsustaining low cost methodwhich capturesknowledge on

ongoing basis. It is alsoa powerful tool to createan understanding and helping the receiver to

managethe knowledge and indirectly managingthe intellectual capital.By telling stories,

ones can use the stories tells by the storytellers to managethe knowledge. [15]

By using stories in the knowledge management, the way human understand and managethe

knowledge can be changed. They will try to understand the situation first before internalized

it as a tacit knowledge and reconstruct it in order to tell others who needs to use the tacit

knowledge. So, the knowledge that is being transferred is considered as a valuable

knowledge sincethe storyteller knows that to whomthey should givethe knowledge to.

Thisknowledge transfer then will create an understanding to the storyreceiver who listens to

the story. This face to face knowledge transfer is availablefreely without costingany cost to

the organization or the individual since it is beingdonevoluntarily by the storyteller. It just

needs to usehuman capital to understand the needsof tellingthe knowledge through story

and lastlythis processwill help the ongoingknowledge capturingprocess within the

organization.

6.7 The use of narrative to understand and respond to complexity: A comparative
analysis of the Cynefin and Weickian models

It is important to acknowledge failure and learn from instances of it. While this concept has

been most extensively developed by Sitkin (1994), it exists both directly and indirectly in

Weick and Snowden's work, and it appears in several different forms. In his workshops,

Snowden has his participants review past projects to identify a fateful moment when their

project might have failed, which enables them to see how close they came to failureand how

they might avoid it in the future. Both Snowden and Weick tie failure to learning and seeing

things in a new way. [16]

15
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To relate to the storytelling, it allows the storyteller to tell the failure or success stories to the

listener or the audience. This will create an impact on them since they will learn something

from the story and try to avoid the same mistake that they got from the story or apply the

successful method that they understand from the reflection of the stories in order to solve

their current problem when applicable. When they are listening to the stories, they might

have a new way of seeing the problems and they might be a more innovative person who

thinks out of the box based on the experiencethat they got from the knowledge that had been

transferred through storytelling method.

6.8 Center for Digital storytelling website

6.8.1 Figure 2: Center for Digital Storytelling Website

in using dig tools n'digital madij
t-mvi th:nFjjipf<r<*
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ii m,*, v .. tt-^** pawns' ••oi^e and fKibt*u.ii taKfunj niBthcdi Mjit> af th^slmi^ madfl in mrr •r-.g.ksTicpaare

This website is one of a good website for sharing the digital storytelling. It has the latest

news on storytelling workshop which can alert the user who is interested in storytelling field

on any of the important occasions. The author is interested in this website because it allows

the users to watch the video of a story online by clicking at the tab with the red circle in the

figure above. [13]

By clicking at the "Watch Stories" tab, the user will be able to watch the available videos on

various stories. On the watch stories page, the user can select various video that they would

like to watch and this will be easier for the user to choose the right video of their interest by

choosing it according to the title displayed. The author feels that this feature is very user

friendly and time saving since the users can go straight to the preferred video without

16
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wasting their time to view the video one by one in order to find for the right video of the

chosen story. It is also a very user oriented since the user can straight away view the video

from the website by clicking on the "Play" button without downloading it first. [13] The

feature ofthe page is as shown in the figure provided below

Mi Shoes

I SirShoes
1; Loom Pisilii

6.8.2 Figure 3

j M.VS«HV BreakingFw* DwrJodv

The author would like to incorporate this idea into the website that going to be developed for

UTP students and lecturers for sharing their stories on the knowledge that they had learned

from the class and they find it interesting to be shared with others within the university too.

This feature will be enhance whereby any students or lectures of UTP can upload and delete

their videos or any files such as PDF and word document onto the website so that they are

not only be able to share the video but also any written document too.

6.83 Table 1

Advantages Disadvantages

User can watch stories in the form of video

online.

The links are not highlighted clearly; make it

not obvious to users.
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The same domain ofvideos is grouped

together which save the time to search for

the right video.

The website only allows user to view the

videos but not the other codified document

such as PDF file or word file.

6.9 Society for Storytelling website

6.9.1 Figure 4: Society for Storytelling website

SocietyforStorytelling
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The screenshot above is one ofthe storytelling website that the author is interested in term of

the design of the interface. The links are arranged in a neat and user friendly way because it

is all queuing up on the left hand side. The background color of those links is in a very

striking color which can make the users to aware of those links. It is important for a good

website to make sure that it users make aware of every main links that it has. It is a waste of

source if it is not being realized by the user and it just being ignored even though it is the

most valuable link of the website. [14]

So, the author would like to consider this design into the Story Sharing website for UTP

society whereby an obvious color will be used as link's background and all the links will be

arrangedat the left side ofthe websiteas shown in the figure above.
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Advantages Disadvantages
The links are arranged neatly at the left side This website only allows user to get the latest
of the website make the website more user news about storytelling and the documented

friendly. stories but not the video stories which are

also important to the users.
The color of the links is striking enough to The website only allows user to view and

make the users realized of its existence. read the stories but not adding to it. It is just
a one way interaction without any interaction

with users.

6.10 Digital Storytelling

The National Storytelling Network defines digital storytelling as an ancient art form and a

valuable form of human expression and also an ancient form of teaching. Before books,

reading and writing becamewidely spread and available, oral storytellingwas the only form

the wisdom and knowledge of the people were passed down from elders to children.

Nowadays, technology has given us a new twist to this ancient teaching method that is why

digital storytelling is a popular way to capture and transfer the stories. Digital storytelling

gives us the ability to reach and disseminate further our stories than ever before in history.

Storytelling, it doesn't matter in what form or being created in whatever media is a powerful

tool to transmitknowledge, culture,perspectives and points ofview. [17]

It is throughthat technology such as the website and portals which is considered as the digital

media is one of the ways for everybody to share and transfer their knowledge to others as an

alternative way of face to face meeting. As define in the statement in the paragraph before

this, we cannot deny that by having a digital storytelling nowadays, the knowledge can be

captured somewhere so that the original story won't change over time through the routing

retransmission.

After it is being captured, it must be shared with the users with the same interest. It is easier

for the stories to be shared when it is being codified as a documentation or even video which

is more tangible and can be seen, that means it is not in people's head but it is being

externalized. So, by having this digital storytelling, in UTP context, the knowledge that is

being captured by the students from the lecturer in the classroom can be codified or stored on
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a document and shared by uploading it to the UTP story sharing website which will be

developed by the author.

It is also said that Digital Storytelling is the intersection between the age- old art of

storytelling and access to powerful technology that is easy to learn and use. Stories have been

used throughout history and by all cultures to pass on important knowledge. With the advent

ofaffordable digital video cameras, easy to use software, DVDs, and the Internet we can now

tell, capture and disseminate our stories in new ways and to a broader population. [18]

UTP with thousands of people is considered as a big population if a face to face storytelling

could be implemented completelyto everyone. So, in order for the stories or the knowledge

to be disseminated fairly to most of the population in UTP, digital storytelling in the form of

website is the most appropriate way to capture and share the stories or the knowledge among

them. Since the time consumed or the cost of reaching and disseminating knowledge to a big

population is not a small number and this can be avoided by having a medium such as a

website for them to connect together.

Through reading, there is one interesting research paper on the Digital Storytelling which is

based on the storytelling platform or portal called 'StoriesAbout...'. From this research, the

researcher of the project is focusing the study on the Art and Design students. They try to

prove that the interactive storytelling through online is an effective way to boost cognitive

learning or reflective learning. Through the portal the students will be able to share about

their experiences with the other friends and the other students who read the story can actually

conclude a reflection based on the story and try to adapt it to the real life if it's applicable.[8]

As per research paper on 'StoriesAbout...' portal, the users are able to share their knowledge

and experiences in life which is considered as stories to the other users by uploading their

knowledge or experiences to the portal and the other users will be able to view and read it for

their own reflection.

This paper also proposed that storytelling s not just telling the stories by memorizing the

stories and tell others exactly what is it all about, but it needs the process of reflecting the
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experience, reconstruct it to a particular perspective and convey it to the audience so that they

can understand and they can see the relationship. [1]

So, from here, the author learnt that the process of telling stories is not just by remembering

the whole story in order to tell it to others again but they need to understand it and try to

modify it to meet the needs of their audience. Different audience might need different type

stories even though the storyline might be the same. In order for the stories or the knowledge

in the stories is being internalized properly by the audience, the storyteller must be able to

adjust the stories according to suitability to the audience.

6.11 A naturalistic approach to Knowledge Management

According to the paper on a naturalistic approach to knowledge management, the writer is

trying to explain on the human perspective of the knowledge absorption. The writer

concludes the paper with statements as listed below:

o We only see 1% of our visual range in sharp focus at any one time, If we really

concentrate we see between 5% and 10% ofthe data

o We make decisions based on searching against patterns in our long term memory that

arise from experience & story

o Negative experience & stories imprint [19]

So, based on the statements listed above, human cannot rely on the reading basis only but

listening sense is also important since human being cannot depend on the visual solely but

also by hearing in order to capture the knowledge that is being transferred to them. The

stories are also important element that help the human being to remember and recall

especially when the knowledge contains in the stories are needed in the future. It aids human

to make decision because human will try to recall back their past experience when they want

to make a decision. So, storytelling is one of the ways to make them remember the points in a

longer term and indirectly aids them in the decision making.
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6.12 Storytelling as the Cunning Plots of Leadership

The stories all carried a lesson, and it was usually about morals, morale, or mores. That is a

pretty good summary of what one kind of storytelling does brilliantly. Stories of identity

convey values, build esprit decorps, create role models, and reveal how things work. Stories

play a big role in institutional memory-they are the principal means by which groups

remember. Stories are suchpotential carriers of values and memory, even false memory that

variations on the same yarn, like urban myths of the alligators-in-the-sewers variety,

sometimes show up in more than one company. [20]

In knowledge management context, when a story is bringing a moral lesson to the group of

people who are listen to the story, the story or the knowledge that are being transferred is

acting as a best practice that can be used for future cases. This process of re-using the same

solution or knowledge in the future similar cases are called as case based reasoning. Lessons

learned from the pastexperience or from the related stories are important andmight be useful

for the future solution since it can be adapted to fit into the current case.

David Snowden an expert on tacit knowledge at IBM Global Services says that Stories are

the waywe communicate complex ideas. Each deal is different, yet there are things to learn

from past successes and failures, and the deals are so big that even a small improvement in

the success rate or time involved could be worth millions ofdollars. [20]

From the author's understanding of the statement mentioned in the previous paragraph,

storytelling in the form of telling the successand failures from the past experiencecan avoid

the same mistake to be done again by others. This might not be seen as a big deal but a

simple knowledge that we transfer to someone might be something importantmat can act as

a turningpoint for someoneelse who receive the knowledge.
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6.13 Web Based Digital Storytelling

Web based storytelling is the modern way of sharing the stories through digital medium such

as internet. Web based storytelling provides the tool for the users to develop their stories

electronically and share it with others through the network. It provides for editing and

creating digital stories from scratch using a web browser. Digital Storyteller can access to the

stories on different data location through the hyperlinks to those stories that are being stored

on theiroriginal servers. Theexample of thisweb based is Flickr andYoutube. [21]
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7.1 Storytelling process Methodology

This research paper is proposing a set of knowledge transfer process through storytelling

methods where the diagram as following:

7.1.1 Figure 5: Storytelling methodology

1 Reception 1

Cultural

Intention

Narration

1 Creation

*T 1*

Intention Phase:

Through thisphase, intentions of thestories thatwill be created to transfer theknowledge are

being specified. Storytelling might be an intentional transfer of knowledge but this

knowledge transferprocess could happen implicitly. [9]

Creation phase:

Story creation must be based on who are the audiences and what are their cultures. This is

because, the knowledge transfer method that going to be used must be based on the

suitability of it to the target audience's cultures, background and purpose of knowing the

knowledge. [9]

Narration phase:

The knowledge transferred via a story can be stressed and obvious or hidden in fables or

anecdotes. The way the story is told has a major impact on how the audience accepts the

knowledge through the story. [9]
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Reception Phase:

Knowledge that is being transferred canbe accepted or treated differently depending on how

the storyteller is conveying the message. So, in order to make sure that the knowledge that is

being transferred is received accurately, the storyteller must first understand the story

thoroughly. [9]

7.2 Website Development Methodology

Referring to the objective of this project, a story sharing website is developed in order to

create the awareness of UTP society on story telling in teaching process. That is why spiral

model methodology is being used for this project which can reflects the relationship of tasks

withrapidprototyping, increased parallelism, and concurrency in design and buildsactivities.

The spiral method is being planned methodically, with tasks and deliverables identified for

each step in the spiral.

Spiralmodel is havingthe advantagewhere its development projectswork best when they

are both incremental and iterative, where the team is able to start small and benefit from

continuous trial and error along the way.

7.2.1 Figure 6: Spiral Methodology
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Spiral Model development phases starts with understanding the requirements of the product

that the developer is going to develop. During this stage, the author is gathering the
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information about the storytelling and researching about its usefulness in the domain of

research. Questionnaires on storytelling are being given out to the lecturers and students in

UTP to get the rough idea of what the user want on storytelling. Moreover, 2 classroom

researches is being planned in order to prove that storytelling is effective to improve

student's performance before anawareness ofthis method can bepromoted inUTP. The first

classroom research is on Management subject which is Principle of Economic andthe second

classroom research is on technical subject, Foundation Physics which consistof calculation.

Both subjects are under Fundamental and Applied Sciences Department (Foundation

Studies).

Then, the next step is to design the system which will be used by the user in the research

domain. In this case, a Storyboard/Interface of the website which will be the end product of

the research is being developed and the process of modifying the design is still taking place

in order to meet the requirements of the users.

After that, build in stage which the process of implementing the system is being done. The

design of the system that has been developed before will be developed into a full system

before it will be tested and evaluated in the next stage of the system development which is

the testing and evaluating phase. Testing and evaluating phase will be the last stage before

the real system is being releasedto the users.
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CHAPTER 4

8 Results and Discussions

8.1 Questionnaires/Survey results

2 setof questionnaires are being set for both the UTP lecturers and UTP students in order to

get their opinion and experience onstorytelling. The example ofthequestionnaires questions

are as attached in the appendices section of this report. The analysis of the questionnaires

result is as shown belowtogether with its explanations.

8.1.1 Lecturers

Graphical viewof the agreement of the lecturers on theUsage of Power PointPresentation

alone in the classroom

8.1.1.1 Figure 7: Agreement of Lecturer on Storytelling

Graphical view ofthe lecturers :agree or
not agree that PowerPoint Slides alone

is insufficient
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According to the graph above, it shows that about 80% of the lecturers out of 20 lecturers

who have been questioned are agreed that it is insufficient if Power Point Presentation slides

are the only source or visual aid for the knowledge transfer or the teaching process. Most of

the lecturers that are agreeing on this issue are from the Computer Information System and

Management and Humanities Department which is consists of mostly Management subjects.

Even though only few lecturers from engineering field that are agreed that it is not enough

for the lecturer to only use power point slides as visual aid but this shows that no matter the
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subjects are technical or non-technical, power point slides alone will be too plain and

insufficient for a better knowledge transfer process from lecturers to students in higher

education.

8.1.1.2 Figure 8: Breakdownof the lecturerswho are agreeaccording tot the yearsof
experience

Percentage of the lecturers according to
the year of experience

• 0-1 Year

D 1-2 Years

m 3-4 Years

m 5 Years and above

From the first graph, the number of lecturers who agreed that it is insufficient to only use

power point slides in classroom, we can break them into few groups according to how long

are their experience in the field that they are in. According to the pie chartabove, mostofthe

lecturers who are agreed on this statement are the senior lecturers with experience minimum

of 5 years. Followed by the lecturers with 1-3 years experience, 28%and lastly 11% of total

percentages goesto the lecturer with less than 1 yearexperience.

From this analysis, the author can conclude that the longer the lecturer are in the specific

field, the more experiencethey have and they tend not to limit themselves to the power point

slides.
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8.1.1.3 Figure 9: The graphical view of storytelling usage in classroom by the lecturers

Agreement of Lecturers on Storytelling

Agreement of Lecturers: Agree or
Not Agree

p Use Storytelling

• Not using Storytelling

The author also analyses on the number of lecturers that are using storytelling in their

classroom whether the stories are related or unrelated to the theories. Some of the lecturers

commented that they are using the unrelated stories to the theories in the classroom inorder

to make the class livelier and not too plain and bored. These stories can be the hilarious or

motivation stories thatthey got from various sources. Bytelling stories orpastexperience to

the students sometimes can attract them to listen to the lecturers and avoiding them to lose

their focus to something else.

According to one of the Professor which is Professor Oxley, from CIS Department,

mentionedthat "I used to work under a manager who likes to tell stories during the meeting

and this is the point which attract the subordinates including me cannot wait to go to the

meeting just to listen to his stories." This statement shows that, the students actually will be

attracted to go to class if they know that the class will be fun while they are gaining some

knowledge too.
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8.1.2 Students

8.1.2.1 Figure 10: Students agreement on insufficient od Power Point slides alone

The graphical view of students according to the
Year ofstudy that are agreed that PowerPoint Slides

alone is insufficient

m 0-1 Year

• 2 Years

si 3 Years

D 4 Years

m Final Year

According to the pie chart above, we can see that most of the students who are agreed that it

is not sufficient for lecturers to only use power point slides alone in classroom are the

students from the 4th year with the highest percentage, 35%, followed by final year with

28%, 2nd year, 15%, 3rd year and 0-1 year with percentage of 13% and 9%. From this

analysis I can conclude that the higher the student's year of study, they will be more aware

on what they need and what the best way to boost up their learninglevel.

8.1.2.2 Figure 11: Graphical View of the number of students who Support VS Not

Support Storytelling in classroom
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As the result of the questionnaires that the author got back from the students from various

field and year of studies in UTP including 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and final year of Mechanical

Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Petroleum Engineering, Electrical and Electronics
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Engineering, ICT and also BIS, there are more than half of the total number of sampled

students that had answered the questionnaires agreed that Storytelling should be used as one

of the visual aid in classroom.

Some of the students commented on the questionnaires that they prefer to attend to the

classeswhich is enjoying and not too dull. Thatmeans, they preferto listen to something that

can make them alert and enjoy throughout the class, not only attending to the class just to

read the points from the slides and listen to the same points that are beingread out from the

slides again. The students also claimed that they are excited to attend to the class which the

lecturer always tell stories andpastexperience without relying to onlyexamples from the text

book which they can read on their own.

8.1.2.3 Figure 12: Graphical view of students according to the year of study: Support or

Not support Face to Face Storytelling in class

Graphical view of students that are supporting the
Storytelling according to the Year of Study

®0-1 Year

H 2 Years

• 3 Years

O 4 Years

a Final Year

Referring to the pie chart above which is being detailed down from the students who are

agreed and prefer to have face to face storytelling in classroom as visual aid and separate

them into their own group of year of study. According to the pie chart, the groups of students

who are the majority to support the face to face storytelling are from the Final year students,

followed by 4th year, 2nd year, 3rd year and 0-15* year.
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Moreover, from the majority group of students that are agreed to have storytelling as the

alternative way of transferring the knowledge, they are not coming from the same

background of studies but they are from the various field including the engineering clusters,

technology and also management field. This shows that storytelling is not suitable for the

Management subjectsbut also the technical subjects if it is beingadaptedproperly.
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8.2 Classroom Research

8.2.1 Classroom Research on Management Subject

The author had approached Economics lecturer from the Management and Humanities

Department to interview the lecturer onwhy hetend to use thenormal way ofteaching which

is the Power Point Presentation slides without the aid of storytelling in their class. The

lecturer also has helped the author to conduct the class by using a face to face storytelling

method in order to compare to their normal way of teaching which is by using only power

point slides. The purpose of this test is to compare bothpower point slides with powerpoint

slide plus face to face storytelling whether by the aid of face to face storytelling, will the

level of understanding andthe attractiveness of the classto the students can be boosted?

During the first Part of the author's research which is FYP I, the author is focused on Face to

face Storytelling with the aid of Power Point Presentation slides versus the normal way of

teaching which is by using the Power Point Presentation slides only. Power Point session

alone is a session where the lecturer is only refer to power point slides during the teaching

session without using any extra real application examples while Power point + Storytelling

method is where the lecturer is using extra examples based on real application, related videos

and analogies that describesthe power point slides.

Right after the Test is being conducted, the respective lecturer has given out a set of quiz

consists of 10 questions on the topic which was presented earlier and the result of the test

will be based on how many questions they can answer correctly, this is to test on how much

the students can understand and recall the knowledge after they've gone through the lecture

session. There are 2 different groups of students in the same subject that is involved in this

test. First group has gone through normal power point slides session and the other group is

based on the Face to Face Storytelling + Power Point Slides lecturing session. Both test

results are being compared and showed in a graphical view which is by using the graph, pie

chart and table.
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The guidelines for the lecturer who is also the storyteller is as following:

8.2.1.1 Group1 (Teaching based on Power PointPresentation slides only)
Pre-Test:

• Select 15-20 students (Different setof students from the first session) from the class

(Without telling the students that they arebeingtested).

• Choose a suitable and appropriate topic to betaught to thestudents for the session.(The

topic must be the same as the topic in the first session)

• Prepare presentation slidesfor the chosen topic.

• Prepare a set ofQuiz Questions tobe given out tothe tested students on the given topic

(Same set of questions with the first session).

During the Test:

• Teach the students by referring to the slidesas per normal without relating it to anypast

experienceor stories.

• Observe student's attention in class during the session.

Post Test (For both of the sessions):

• Fill in the Evaluations Form given at the end of this document.

• Provide point of viewson the test results (Student'sperformance).

8.2.1.2 Group 2(Teaching based on Power Point Presentation slides+ Face to Face
storytelling)

Pre-Test:

• Select 15-20studentsfrom the class (Withouttelling the studentsthat they are being

tested).

• Choosea suitableand appropriate topic to be taught to the students for the session.

• Prepare presentation slidesfor the chosen topic.

• Prepare a set ofQuiz Questions tobegiven outtothetested students onthegiven topic

(suggested to be 10 questions).

During the Test:
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• Teach the studentsby referringto the slides and relates to your past experienceor any

interesting stories thatyou know inorder to describe thetheories consisted inthechosen

topic.

• Askstudents to provide their views onthestory or thepast experience and how it is

relating to the chosen topic.

• Observe student's attention in class during the session.

8.2.1.3 Classroom Research Evaluation

Lecturer's Name: Mr. Azhan Hassan

Subject: PrincipleofEconomicsSBF 0034

Number of students involves: 42 (21 for both first and second test)

8.2.1.3.1 Table 3

Number ofcorrect

answer for the Quiz
Number of

students

(Testl)

Number of

students

(Test2)
0-1 0 0

2 0 0

3 2 0

4 5 0

5 4 3

6 4 7

7 2 8

8 3 1

9 1 1

10 0 1

Total 21 21

8.2.1.3.2 Figure 13: Classroom Research Quiz Evaluation Results

Student's Performance ofGroup 1 vs Group 2

123456789 10

Number of questions answered
correctly

- Number of students

(Group 1)

- Number of students

(Group 2)
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According to the graph, it is clearly shown that Group 2 students who are learning from the

power point slides with the aid of storytelling from the lecturer can perform better than

Group 1students who are experiencing the knowledge transfer process through power point

slides alone during the session. Group 1scores minimum of3/10 mark and thehighest marks

that they can score is 9/10 questions were answered correctly. Majority of the students in

group 1 scores 4/10 questions. While the second group, group 2, they have the minimum

scores of 5/10 marks and the highest score of the group is 10/10. Majority of students in

group 2 scores 7/10.

The result is as expected by the author since the author is making a hypothesis that the

students who experience storytelling + power point slides asa knowledge transfer method in

the classroom can perform better than the students who are learning through power point

slides alone. Even though the result of the test is actually affected by some factors that are

being overlooked by the author such as the nature of the subject, student's existing

knowledge on the topic, the year of studies of the students that are being tested and the

general knowledge about the topic that the students has during thefirst attempt ofthe test but

theauthor has proven the hypothesis after considering all those factors and retested it again

with the samesubject and students but with different topic.

The subject that the author had chosen for the test which is Principle of economics is the

subject that is having lengthy explanations and also analyzing the illustrated graphs. So,

storytelling or past experience might be very useful for this kind of subject which involves

analyzing graphs and memorizing or understanding the principle.

So, by conducting this test, the first objective which is to conduct a test on whether

storytelling canbeused asalternative wayof knowledge transfer process in higher education

has been proven. This is because, storytelling is proven to be helpful in knowledge transfer

process as the result is being shown clearly when the students in Group 2 who are

experiencing the Power Point Slides + Face to Face Storytelling method during their session

canperform better in the quiz given bythe lecturer as compared to the Group 1students who

are not experiencing Storytelling butonly referring to the power point slides only. Thus, the
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second objective is also hasbeen completed whereby thecomparison can be seen inthe form

ofquiz evaluation and the graph illustration that is being shown in figure 5above. The result

ofthe comparison isshown that Power Point presentation + Face toFace Storytelling method

is better than the use of only power point slide alone.

8.2.1.4 Overall Classroom Research Evaluation

(1: Very Poor,2: Poor,3: Average, 4: Good, 5: VeryGood)

8.2.1.4.1 Table 4

Criteria Testl Test2

Ability to retain students' attention in class 2 4

Students' performance inanswering thequiz questions (Overall

performance ofeach test)

2 4

Students' involvement in class/discussion (Students giving point

of view/ask questions regarding the topic, pastexperience used or

the stories used)

2 3

Students' response towards the session (Enjoy or showing interest

throughout the session)

1 4

Rate both sessions from your own point ofview 2 4

According to the overall test evaluation above, the author found out that the lecturer who

involved in this test prefer to use storytelling method in their knowledge transfer because it

can retain the students attention in class and throughout the class session better than the

normal way of teaching which is by using the power point presentation slides alone. This

statement proven that the third objective of the research has been fulfilled whereby, student's

attention in class is increased when storytellingcomes in. The students involvement in class

is alsoaffected by the methods that the lecturer is using based on the evaluation given by the

lecturer as stated above but the students is enjoying the session which includes the

storytelling methods more than the normal session without any entertainment at all

throughout the learning process.
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8.2.1.5 Suggestions from the lecturer involved in the Classroom Research

o Storytelling might be suitable for the higher level of studies for example the

undergraduate students from 3rd year or final year, Masters Degree or the PhD students.
This is because; their level of thinking is more suitable for storytelling methods which

need a high level of adaptation of current theory the past experience or any related

stories.

o Storytelling mightnot be suitable for some of the management subjects which consist of

calculations and graph illustration. Power point slides are better described the graphs

illustration and the calculation because it is a concrete data that need to be seen by the

students in order to understand and memorize it.
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8.2.2 Classroom Research on Technical Subject

Department: Fundamental and Applied Sciences
Lecturer: Dr. Balbir Singh
Subject: Foundation Physics
Number of Students: 30

Another classroom research on effectiveness of storytelling has been conducted and the

details of the test are as shown above. This classroom research is to study on the

effectiveness of storytelling for technical subjects since theprevious test is only focusing on

Management subject which is Principle of Economics.

From the observation in the classroom, the lecturer minimizesthe used of Powerpoint slides

but pay more attention on explanation through experience and overhead projector in order to

explain visually and verbally to the students. Moreover, the students are focused throughout

the session and jotted down allthe points and diagram that the lecturer projected out through

theOverhead Projector since the lecturer is minimizes thePower Point Slides usage.

The lecturer also uses the analogies/past experiences in the form of stories in order to

describe the theories and formulas during the lecturing session. He mentioned that the

analogies/stories that are being used are related to daily activities and some of it is in the

form of jokes thatcanbring the sense of humor but still related to the theories that wants to

be conveyed to the students. This is because, daily activities and jokes are easier to be

remembered by the students and this ishow ithelps students to remember the theories behind

it too. The analogies and stories that are being used by the lecturer are not only helping the

students to remember the theories but also it makes the class livelier. The students are

enjoying themselves while gaining theknowledge from the session and this is the reason why

the class is havinga positive attendance trends throughoutthe semester.
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8.2.2.1 One to One Interview Session with the Students in Foundation Physics Class

15 students had been interviewed one by one after the research and observation in classroom

session had ended. The students that are being interviewed are of both genders with 18-20

age range. They had been asked with the same set of interview questions as shown in the

appendix 6.

The objective of the interview session is to know whether the Foundation Physics lecturer is

using the analogies/stories in order to explain on the theoriesor to just make the class livelier

and attractive. The other objective is to know what they think about storytelling or the usage

of analogies in classroom, how it will helps them to memorize the theories and the reason

why they are they preferring or not preferring the usage of storytelling or analogies in

classroom.

Based on the interview session, all of the students that are being interviewed are agreed that

there is storytelling or analogies usage in Foundation Physics class by the lecturer in order to

explain the theories and to help the students to remember some of the formula. They prefer

lecturing session with storytelling or analogies because it is more interesting and it can

attracts them to love what they are learning. This statement similar to the comments made by

the lecturers and students who involved in the survey regarding effectiveness of storytelling

in classroom and also proven the third objective of this overall research.

Even though the students prefer sessions with storytelling/analogies in order to describe the

theories but 4/15 students said that stories and analogies are helping them in memorizing the

points but the stories should not be too long, if not it will make them confused on how it

relates to the theories and also it will make them bored too.
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The reasons why the students prefer the usage of storytelling/analogies in theories

explanation are as shown in the graph below:

8.2.2.2 One to One Interview Session with the Lecturer of Foundation Physics subject

An interview session had been conducted to know on the point of views of the lecturer that is

using storytelling/analogies to describe the theories and formulas in technical subject.

According to the lecturer that had been interviewed, stories/analogies/past experience can be

used in technical subject that consists of formulas and calculation by applying it to the

formulas or theories in calculation itself. The stories or analogies are being used as a way to

aid the students to remember the formulas by remembering the storyline or the analogies that

are being told.

8.2.2.2.1: Figure 14: Classroom research 2 Interview Session with Students

Why Stories or Analogies are preferable
Reasons

It can better describes the application of
the Theories

Help students to remember the theories
in longer term

Encourage students to love what they
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Retain attention in classroom
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•
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•
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•
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The effectiveness of the storytelling and analogy description is shown through the test 1

results performed by the students. The results of the Foundation Physics students whom

experiencing storytelling/analogy style of teaching by the lecturer are positive. None of them

are fails and 70% out of 30 students are performingvery well (8% /10% marks). This shows

that storytelling/analogy style used by the lecturer is effectiveand had helped the students to
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understand and memorizes the theories in a longer term as said by the students during their

interview session with the author.

According to the lecturer, even though storytelling might be effective to boost the level of

understanding and memorizing period, it is very much depending on how well the lecturer

can apply their stories to the theories so that the students can understand too. Some of the

lecturers who are using thewrong stories oranalogy that isnotsuitable for thetopic that they

are teaching might create confusion among the students and brings negative effect to the

knowledge transfer process.

Storytelling and analogies isbeing used mostly when students do not understand orconfused

on the theories that are currently being taught. It will simplify the theories into a simpler

form thatcanbe understood bythe students. Theeffectiveness of the storytelling or analogies

are depending on the experience of the lecturer in a particular field too, the more and wider

the experience, the better they can know where (which topic) stories or analogies should be

placed. It isalso can act as atool ofreflection for lecturers to improve their teaching process.

There are reasons for the lecturers not to share their real life experience or related stories in

their sessions as the reasons are as shown below:

• Lack of time in each ofthe session and to finish up the syllabus

• Lack ofexperience in the field

• Cannot prepare/plan the storieson the spot

• Inability to relatetheories to the practical situation
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Currently in UTP the old learning style is still being widely used. The old style which is

depending only to the power point slides which is being shared with the students through E-

Learning is actually an instructor centered style of Knowledge Transfer method. In order to

adapt to the new style of teaching which is moving towards the learner centered, UTP needs

to encourage the usage of storytelling to describe the theories on the slides.

Storytelling knowledge transfer method should be emphasized by the lecturers and this can

be done through the Education and Technology Development Unit (ETDU) where the

processes ofsharing and training for the lecturers are being planned. The ETDU can plan or

encourage the lecturers to share their best practices on the knowledge transfer method with
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the other lecturers. By using this existing channel to promote the storytelling or analogies

knowledge transfer method, hopefully the lecturers and students can see the importance ofit
to boost theeffectiveness of knowledge transfer process as shown in a positive result of the

classroom researches done by the author.

Nowadays, in UTP, the Outcome Based Education (OBE) is being used widely in order to

improve the Teaching and Learning process which involves the Knowledge Transfer process.

OBE relates outcomes to objectives. That iswhy Bloom's Taxonomy isbeing used asa tool

to evaluate the effectiveness of the Teaching and knowledge transfer process whether the

results/outcomes are aligned with the objective that havebeenset.

Inorder to align with the OBE, theBloom's Taxanomy is used as a guideline inthe teaching

and Knowledge transfer process in the classroom. The usage of Stories or analogies as

mentioned earlier are encouraging the knowledge usage flow as shown in Bloom's

Taxanomy which consist of knowledge, understanding, application, analysis, synthesis and

evaluation phase.

8.3.1 Figure 15: Bloom's Taxonomy

• Knowledge: arrange, define, recognize, relate, recall, and repeat state.

• Understanding: classify, describe, discuss, explain, express, identity, indicate, locate,

recognize, report, and review.
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• Application: apply, choose, demonstrate, illustrate, interpret, operate, practice, solve,

and use.

• Analysis: analyze, appraise, calculate, categorize, compare, contrast, criticize,

differentiate, and test.

• Synthesis: arrange, assemble, collect, compose, manage, organize, plan, prepare,

propose, set up, and write.

• Evaluation: appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose compare, defend estimate, judge,

predict, rate, core, select, support, value, evaluate. [22]

Knowledge transfer process through storytelling/analogies starts with knowledge phase,

whereby a suitable knowledge that wants to be transferred is being chosen recognized.

Firstly, the lecturer is recognizing on the knowledge that wants to be transferred to the

students. The students then needs to try to recognize and understand the knowledge that are

being transferred from the lecturer through the visual and verbal representation such as

power point slides, Overhead projector, storytelling/analogies and etc. The process of

recognizing and understanding the knowledge is the second phase of Bloom's Taxonomy

which is called Understanding phase. It is impossible for students to understand all the

theories/knowledge that are being represented on the visual representation such as Power

Point slides and Overhead Projector without anyverbal representation such as telling thepast

experience or using analogies/stories that are related to those theories.

By having the related analogies/stories the students can be equipped and guided with the

skills to apply those theories into the real life application as mentioned in the 3rd phase of
Bloom's Taxanomy. As an example, the lecturer is using analogy to explain about the

formula so that it will be easier for the students to memorize the formula by just memorizing

the analogy/storyline that has been told. The students then can apply the formula which can

be extracted from the analogy/storyline that they had remembered from classroom and apply

it in the real Test, Assignments or even in Final Exam.

The lecturer will use the Test, Assignment and Exam as the analysis data in order to check

for the effectiveness of their teaching and knowledge transfer process. From the analysis of

the test, assignment and exam result, they will be able to synthesize, prepare orplan for the
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improvement of their Teaching and Knowledge Transfer method so that the student's

performance can be improved. After preparing and implementing the new plan for the

teaching and knowledge transfer process, the last phase of Bloom's Taxonomy, evaluation

phase comes in order to compare the effectiveness of previous teaching/knowledge transfer

process with thecurrent teaching/knowledge transfer process.

The whole process in the Bloom's Taxonomy is guiding the OBE and thus improving the

knowledge transfer process from the lecturer to the students. Because the lecturer is using the

Bloom's Taxonomy to guide the classroom towards OBE approach, the students of the class

are performing well in their test 1 as mentioned earlier. Again, the effectiveness of the

approach might be depending on the lecturer's year of experience in the field and their ability

to apply those steps andphases in theirdailyteaching/knowledge transfer process. Moreover,

student'sacceptance towards the approach is important to make sure that the approaches are

producingthe expectedresults.
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8.4 Storyboard of UTP Storytelling Website

When stories and experiences are being shared or externalized by the storyteller to the

audience for this context, through face to face, the knowledge that the audience received will

be stored in their brain which is considered as a tacit knowledge which cannot be seen by

others. So, in order to make sure that the tacit knowledge is being shared with others who are

interested to know about it, it must be captured and stored somewhere.

In order to makesure that the tacit knowledge can be sharedand disseminate fairly to others,

the author is proposing a website called UTP Story Sharing Website. The following table is

thecomparison oftheproposed website with theother existing storytelling websites available

commercially.

8.4.1 Comparison betweenUTP storytellingWebsite and Other Existing Storytelling

Websites:

Other Websites:

o http://www.storycenter.org/indexl .html
o http://www.sfs.org.uk/
o Leslie Rule, http://www.inms.umn.edu/elements/

8.4.1 Table 5

Criteria UTP Story Sharing
Website

Other Existing Storytelling

Websites

Ability to view video online Yes Some yes and some No

Ability to upload Stories by

the user

Yes No

Ability to let the user rate

the stories that they like

Yes No

Ability to allow user to

comment on the stories

Yes No
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8.4.2 Proposed Interface/Storyboard of UTP Storytelling Website

8.4.2.1 Figure 16: Main Page
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The main page of the website is consisting of the link to the main menu of the website as

shown in figure 14 above.

8.4.2.2 Figure 17: When click on the"EnterHere link" on figure 16
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When the user isclicking on the Enter link as shown infigure 13, the page as shown above in

figure 14 will appear. From this page, the user can choose whether they want to go to the
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specific department by clicking on the Department link on the top left side ofthe page, view

the latest news on storytelling by clicking on the Latest News on... link located atthe top left

side ofthe page, Storytelling page by clicking on the Storytelling link located at the top left
side ofthe page, view other related links by clicking on the Links link located at the top left
side of the page or if the user need to contact the administrator, they can view the contact

details by clicking on the Contact us link which also located atthe top left side ofthe page.

8.4.2.3 Figure 18: When click onthe Department linkasshown in figure 17
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When the userclicks on the Department linkon the main menu as shown in figure 14, a page

as shown in figure 15 will appear. On this page, the user can choose a specific faculty that

they want to view. For a specific faculty, the user can also choose whether they want to view
the latest news on storytelling for that faculty, view the related links to other universities or

view the administrator's contact details when they need to consult the administrator about the

website.
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8.4.2.4 Figure 19: When click on Management and Humanities department in figure 15
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From the department page as shown in figure 15, the user will need to choose a specific
faculty to be entered to. When they click on the specific faculty link, a page as appeared
above on figure 16 will appear. A list ofsubjects that are under the chosen faculty will be
enabled for the user to choose. For each of the subject, the user can view the latest news on

storytelling, the related stories and the related links to other websites, universities or colleges.

8.4.2.5 Figure 20: When click on the specific subject ofthe faculty page in figure 19
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Once the user chooses a specific subject displayed onthe chosen faculty page in figure 16,

they will see apage as shown in figure 17 above. On the subject page itself, the user will see
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a listof topics with its related power point slides, related video and related written stories. If

the userclicks on the Power point, video and stories link located under the chapters, pages as

displayed in figure 18, 19 and 20 will appear. The related power point slides can beviewed

or saved in the user's hard disk. For the related video link, the user will be directed to the

location of the video that the administrator had saved and same goes to the written stories

whereby the user will be directed to the location of the stories that had been set by the

administrator.

8.4.2.6 Figure 21: When click on Video link
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8.4.2.7 Figure 22: When click on the Power point Slides
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8.4.2.8 Figure23:When click on view stories link
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8.8.2.9 Figure 24: Login page for lecturer or administrator to upload the files
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When the administrator/lecturer click on the Upload related Powerpoint slides/story/video

located at the center bottom of the subject page as shown in figure 17, a page as shown in

figure 21 will appear. The administrator or the lecturer can upload the files to the related
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subjects but with one condition, they need to have a proper use name and password provided

by the Story Sharing Website Administrator. If the lecturer or the administrator do not have

the user name and password, they can request for one by clicking on the "Click here to

Request User Name and Password from Administrator" located on the log inpage.

8.4.2.9 Figure25: Successful Login by administrator/Lecturer page
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When the administrator or the lecturer had been successfully logged into the upload page

from thepage as shown in figure 21, a page as shown in figure 22will appear. Onthispage,

the administrator can upload the related video, written stories and the power point slides by

clicking on the browse button to choose the file from its location. When the administrator is

clicking on the save button all the files will be savein the database of the website.
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8.4.2.10 Figure26: When click on Latest news link
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When the user is clicking on the latest news on storytelling on the page, a page as shown in

figure 23 will appear. On this page, there will be 4 categories ofnews on storytelling which
are Forum, Workshop, Training and articles for theusers toview.

8.4.2.11 Figure 27: Forum Page
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8.4.2.12 Figure 28: Workshop page
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8.4.2.13 Figure 29: Training page
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8.4.2.14 Figure 30: Article Page
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8.4.2.15 Figure 31: When click on the Links link
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When the user is clicking on the Links link on figure 17, a page as shown in figure 23 will

appear. Alist oflinks toother universities and colleges who are also interested in storytelling

matter will be shown. The user can click on any of the links to be directed to the specific

universities or colleges.

8.4.2.16 Figure 32: When click on the contact us link
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If the user is having any issues on storytelling or even the functionalities of the website, they

can stay connected with the administrator by clicking on the contact us link that is being

showed on everypages of the website. Email address and phonenumber is beingprovided to

ease the reporting issues between theuserandthe administrator.
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5. Testing For UTP Story Sharing Website

9.1 Usability Testing

Usability testing had been conducted to test on the accuracy of the functions of the website.

All of the functions within the website are being tested one by one includingthe ability to let

the user click on the specific link and get directed to the correct page or links, the ability to

loginas administrator and upload the files to the website and the ability to let the user saveor

open to view the power point slides on each of the topic under each subjects. Thetesters that

are testing the website are the students and lecturers from various courses and year of

experience including Engineering and Technology.

An evaluation about the usefulness of the website has been measured by giving out a set of

questionnaires to thetesters that are testing on the usability of the website. All of the testers

believed that the never seen any similar website before in UTP. From the questionnaires

answer, it shows that ail the linksare being directed to the correctpage that it supposed to be.

Moreover, they think that the website will be useful to boost the learning process because

(points depicted from some of the questionnaires answer from the testers):

• It can enhance the extra understanding from real lifeexperience and videothat showthe

moving flow of the related topic,easierfor the students to remember in the form of visual

representation

• It can increasethe level ofextra knowledge that studentscan relate to the topic that they

are learning.

• It is interesting way ofunderstanding the knowledge because it has video and useful

stories that increase the understanding level instead of using the Power Point slides only.

Besides that, all of the testers also agreed mat the functions ofthe website satisfy their needs

and requirements as a user. Some of the comments are as following:

• It has user friendly buttons and links.

• It uses simple English

• It has the video element which is preferred by the student.

• It providesproper securitycontrol to upload the files.
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The flow is not too complex.

9.2 User Acceptance Testing

The same setof testers is being used to testouttheUser Acceptance level of thewebsite. The

testers agreed that the website's links are easy to be seen and use. All of the testers also

believe that the website is user friendly enough to bothtechnical and non-technical user even

though a guideline of using the website is not provided. The colors used in the website are

not too striking and it looks interesting and calming. Majority of the testers rated their overall

acceptance as 4 from the 1-5 ranking. l=very poor, 2=poor, 3=Average, 4=Good,

5-Excellent.
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CHAPTER 4

6. Case Tools Requirement

The tools that will be used in order to support the research will be:

1. Questionnaires forms (refer to appendix 1 and 2)

2. Microsoft Office Power Point

3. phpMyAdmin

4. Microsoft Frontpage 2003

Microsoft FrontPage was initially created by the Cambridge, Massachusetts Company

Vermeer Technologies Incorporated, evidence ofwhich can be easily spotted in filenames

and directories prefixed vti in web sites created using FrontPage. FrontPage is designed to

hide the detailsofHTMLpages code fromthe user, making it possible for beginnerto easily

create web pages and sites. Some features that can be found by using Microsoft FrontPage

2003 include:

o Help navigating through your site, and seeing your file structure and its contents, visually

o Built-in features for HTML, CSS, and JavaScript (partial)

o Bundled image editor (Microsoft Image Composer)

o Point-and-click functionality for common tools, like Mouseovers, e-mail forms, and hit

counts
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CHAPTER 5

7. Conclusion

As the conclusion, storytellingcan be a very useful tool in higher education if it is being used

in a right way. The term using it in the right way here means using the storytelling method

with the right process and with the right combination with other tools such as power point

presentation, video or even images if related. So, storytelling will be beneficial to not only

the students but also the lecturers and the higher institution because it can improve the

knowledge transfer process and indirectly will improve the quality of learning and gaining

knowledge by the students.

The authorhas proven of the objective that have been stated earlierof this reportby having a

real classroom research for Principle of Economics (Management) and Foundation Physics

(technical) both from foundation studies, it is proven that storytelling can be used to aid the

power slides and it help the students to perform better. A comparison between 2 methods

which is Power Point slides Session VS. Power Point + Storytelling session) is also being

done an evaluation of the effectiveness for both sessions being done through a quiz after both

session. It is shown that Group of students experiencing Power Point + storytelling session

can perform betterthan students who experience onlypowerpoint session.

The author also was having another classroom research in order to study on the effectiveness

of storytelling knowledge transfer method for foundation studies students specifically on

technical subject which is Foundation Physics. The result shows that storytelling can be used

for foundation technical subject too but it depends very much on the time and ability of the

lecturer to plan the stories or analogies on the spot factor.

UTP Story Sharing Website had been developed where the lecturers can share the related

stories of the teaching subject to the UTP students. This website is to create an awareness of

UTP society on storytelling method. This will be valuable because stories which are in the

form of tacit knowledge can be retained by documented it somewhere so that it is not lost

over time.
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It is important for knowledge to be transferred effectively from the person who has the

knowledge to the receiver of the knowledge because the receiver is going to internalize the

knowledge that they received. Inaccuracy in sharing the knowledge might cause

miscommunication between the knowledge provider and the knowledge receiver and the

wrong understanding on the knowledge might occur but by having a good communication

and understanding ofthe environment this issue can be avoided.

Storytelling is an effective knowledge transfer method in higher education in both technical

and managementsubjectbut with the considerations of:

• Time

• Experience and ability of lecturers in conducting storytelling

8. GANTT chart

JBT300B F&zm Mr2GC9 A(rZm

ID TaskNarm Dilation
V18 1/25 2ft 28 275 222 3Tt 3/8 3/15 3/22 3/2B 4/5 4/12 4tt9 4/2B

f^ep^ngtbrFVPIIFTDpressFfepcrtl 1w

:CortinuBv^WtoteC&skpTErt 12w

FVEparmgfbrFTfrHXFbster 2w

RBparingfcrFYPIISemrer 1w

Qasaoom%se3Tji2 3w

FtBpanngfcrFYPII Ftagess Report2 2uv

RBparingfar FYP ItQsi Reseridicn 2n
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10. Appendix

Appendix 1: FYP Questionnaires for Lecturers

Purpose: The purpose ofthis questionnaire is to support my FYP which is based on
theresearch about the method of teaching in UTP andthe limitations of
the current teaching method. Your cooperation ishighly appreciated.

1. In whichfaculty are you working in?

2. How many years are you teaching in the mentioned faculty as you stated above?
o Less than 1 year
o More than 1 year
o More than 3 years
o More than 5 years

3. Do you have any experience working in any ofthe industrial sector (Ifyes, please
specify the industry you are involved in and how long is your experience with the
industry)?
o Yes

o No

4. Are the subjects that you are teaching more totheories based orgeneral knowledge
based (Please provide the example of the subjects))?
o Theories Based

o General Knowledge based
o Combination of both

5. What arethe common tool(s) thatyou are using for the teaching process in
classroom?

o PowerPoint slides

o Video
o Overhead Projector (OHP)
o Others (Please Specify)

6. Do you think by using the Power Point slides alone will make the learning process
effective (Please specify the reason(s) of yourchoice)?

o Yes

o No
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7. What is the limitation(s) that you are facing by using power point slides in the
teaching process?

8. Do you use any stories in your classroom?
o Yes

o No

9. If the answer forquestion 8 is "Yes", is the type of the story thatyou use is related to
the theory of the subjects or it is non-related story? If the answer is "No",please
specifythe reason(s) of your choice.
o Related

o Non-Related

o Others

10. In your opinion, will the teaching process willbe better bytelling story/past
experience (Related or non-related story/experience) inclassroom (Specify the
reason(s) of your choice)?

o Yes

o No

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!!
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Appendix 2: FYP Questionnaires for Students

Purpose: Thepurpose of this questionnaire is to support my FYP which is based on
the research about the methodofteaching in UTP and the limitationsof
the current teachingmethod. Your cooperation is highly appreciated.

1. How old are you?
o Less than 18

o More than 18

o More than 21

2. What course are you taking?

3. What is your specialization(s)?

4. Which year are you now?

o Foundation

o First Year

o Second Year

o Third Year

o Final Year

5. Mostofthe subjects that you've takenare Technical, Management or Programming
subjects?
o Technical

o Management
o Programming
o Others(Please specify)

6. What are the commontool(s) that your lecturersare using for the teaching process in
classroom?

o PowerPoint slides

o Video

o Overhead Projector (OHP)
o Others (Please Specify)

7. Do you think by using the Power Point slides alone will help you to understand and
rememberthe points taught by your lecturers (Pleasespecify the reason(s)ofyour
choice)?
o Yes

o No
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8. Ifthere's apop quiz, can you recall the points that are being taught by the lecturers
through Power Point Slides in the previous week (Please specify the reason(s) ofyour
choice)
o Yes

o No

o Sometimes

9. Are your lecturers using any stories/past experiences in the classroom? (If Yes, please
specify whether the subjects) Technical, Management or Programming subject)
o Yes

o No

10. Do you prefer to listen to story/experience shared by the lecturers) whether it is
related ornon-related to subject? (Please specify the reason(s) ofyour choice)
o Yes

o No

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!!
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Appendix 3: Storyteller Guidelines for the lecturer

Purpose:
Purpose ofthis document istoprovide guidelines for the storyteller to follow in order to

create or choose a story forthe knowledge transfer session andthe process of telling the story

itself.

Target Audience:
Storyteller (Lecturers or tutor of the subject domain)

Author:

Malini a/p Chat, 7626, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP)

Date:

2nd ofSeptember 2008
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Introduction

Storytelling canbe use as one of the method to transfer the knowledge in higher education,

for example the process of transferring knowledge from the lecturer to students or from the

tutor to students. It is important to make sure that the knowledge is being transferred

successfully to the target audience.

There are many methods of measuring the effectiveness of the storytelling methods, so in

order to geta more consistent way of testing the effectiveness of thestorytelling methods, the

author is coming out with this guideline for the storyteller to refer to in order for them to

conduct a storytelling for transferring the knowledge. [4]

The first part of this guideline is focusing on how to conduct the tests in the real classroom

while the second part of this guideline document will be focusing on the preparation of the

story and storytelling itself.

Storytelling Test in the classroom

1. How to conduct the First Test- Using Storytelling + PowerPoint Slides

Pre-Test:

o Select 15-20 students from the class (Without telling the students that they are being
tested).

o Choose a suitable and appropriate topic to be taughtto the students for the session.
o Preparepresentation slides for the chosen topic.
o Prepare a setof QuizQuestions to be given out to the tested students on the given topic

(suggested to be 10 questions).

During the Test:
o Teach the studentsby referringto the slides and relates to your past experienceor any

interesting stories that you know in orderto describe the theories consisted in the chosen
topic.

o Askstudents to provide theirviews on the story or the pastexperience andhowit is
relating to the chosen topic.

o Observe student's attention in class during the session.
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2. How to conduct the second Test- Using PowerPoint presentation without
storytelling involvement.

Pre-Test:

o Select 15-20students(Different set of students fromthe first session) from the class
(Withouttelling the students that they are being tested).

o Choose a suitable and appropriate topic to be taught to the students for the session.(The
topic mustbe the sameas the topic in the first session)

o Prepare presentation slides for the chosentopic.
o Prepare a setof Quiz Questions to be given outto thetested students on thegiven topic

(Same set ofquestionswith the first session).

During the Test:
o Teach the students by referring to the slidesas per normal without relating it to any past

experienceor stories.
o Observe student's attention in class during the session.

Post Test (For both of the sessions):
o Fill in the Evaluations Form given at the end of this document.
o Provide point ofviews on the test results (Student's performance).

Guidelines on Storytelling

1. Characteristics of a good story [4]:
o A single clearly defined theme

o A well developed plot

o Characterization.

o Faithful to source.

o Dramatic appeal.

o Appropriateness to listeners

2. Characteristics of a good storyteller [4]:

o Take the story as close to audience as you can.

o Keep it brief and simple.

o Stimulatetheir senses so they feel, smell, touch and listen and see vivid pictures.
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o Describethe charactersand settings,and help them sympathize with the character's

feelings.

o Aim your story at theyounger ones when telling toaudience of mixed ages.

o Dialog should make use ofdifferent voices for different characters where you will

shift your facing (or posture) asthe dialog switches from one character to another

characters.

o Useyour voice to create the atmosphere or tension as the story progresses.

o Use gestures and facial expressions add much to the visualization ofthe story. Be

sure they are appropriate and natural.

o Pacing involves both the volume and rate atwhich you speak, and the progression of

theaction inthe story. Dialog slows a story's pace down, while narrating action

speeds it up.

o Repetition and Exaggeration have always been basic elements ofstory telling.

3. Preparation for the storyteller [4]:

o Read the story several times, first forpleasure, thenwith concentration.

o Analyze its appeal, the word pictures you want your listeners to see, and the mood

you wish to create.

o Research its background and cultural meanings.

o Live with your story until the characters and setting become as real to you as people

and places you know.

o Visualize the story. Imagine sounds, tastes, scents, colors. Only when you see the

storyvividly yourselfcan you makeyour audience see it.

o Learn the story as a whole rather than in fragments. Master, and then simplify, its

structure to a simple outline of scenes. Don't try to memorize it, though you should

always know your first and last lines by heart. Following are the important ways to

understand a story:

• Map out the story line: The Beginning, which sets the stage and

introduces the characters and conflict; the Body, in which the conflict

builds up to the Climax; and the Resolution of the conflict. Observe
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howthe actionstarts, how it accelerates, repetitions in actions and how

and where the transitions occur. If simplifying or adapting a story, do

not alter the essential story line.

• Absorb the style of the story: To retain the original flavor and vigor,

learn the characteristic phrases which recur throughout the story.

Observe the sentence structure, phrases, unusual words and

expressions.

o Practice the story often. Use your imagination to make the story come alive as you

prepare.

4. Process of telling a story (Plot)

Climax

Body / \ Resolution

Beginning Ending

Beginning

Storytelling isbest done in a relaxed atmosphere free ofdistractions. During the beginning,

the storyteller must introduce the characters and conflict. The teller needs togive careful

attention to the setting before hand and beprepared torearrange a room tobring the audience

closer, oruse a backdrop orhangings tocreate atmosphere especially inclassroom settings.

Always try to make the opening ofa story interesting or exciting for the reader to attract their

attention.
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Body

The body ofa story is the rising part that leads to the climax ofthe story.

Climax

Climax is the most important part of a story. Climax will be the turnover point for a story

which might be the point where the audience can remember the most as compared to the

other phases.

Resolution

Once a story isreaching the climax part, there must be a way for it toresolve and move toan

end of a story.

Ending

Ending ofa story is where the storyteller in summarizing and concluding the story. Astory

without an end will be incomplete and hanging which isconsidered as not a good story. The

final sentence isasimportant asthe opening sentence. It usually sums upthestory's theme or

message.

5. Attention to Storyteller [4]:

Many factors affect the attention ofyour listeners. Astoryteller always needs to be sensitive

to theaudience and may need to regain their attention before continuing.

o Involvement or participation. Use volunteer from the audience in your story or have the

audience participate in hand motions or making sound effects.

o A distinctchange in your pace,voice, or mood.

o An unusualor unexpected twist in the narration.

o Once you finish the story, stop and leave their thoughts lingering over it. Don't feel you

have to explain everything, or tie together all loose ends. Let them go away thinking

about what has been said, and drawingtheir own meaning from it.
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Evaluations Form

Lecturer's Name:

Subject:
Number of students involves:

Quiz Evaluation:

Number ofcorrect

answer for the

Quiz

Number of

students

(Testl)

Number of

students

(Test2)

0-1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Test's Evaluation;

(1: Very Poor, 2: Poor, 3:Average, 4: Good, 5: Very Good)
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Criteria Testl Test2

Ability to retain students' attention in class

Students' performance in answering thequizquestions (Overall
performance of each test)
Students' involvement in class/discussion (Students giving point
of view/ask questions regarding the topic, past experience usedor
the stories used)
Students' response towards the session(Enjoy or showing
monotonous reaction throughout the session)
Rate both sessions from your own point ofview
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Please provide your point of viewson both sessions.In your opinion, which session is
better and why?
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Appendix 4: Usability Testing Questionnaires
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Please tick | / | on the appropriate box provided for each ofthe question.

Objective: This setof Questionnaires is to checkonthe usability of the UTP StorySharing
website's functionality and usabilty.

1. Name:

2. Age: years

3. Faculty:

4. Year of experience: Year(s)

5. Have you seen/use anysimilar website to Knowledge Sharing website in UTP?

Yes No

6. Isthe main pagewhich consists of introduction to storytelling and links to otherpages appearwhen you click
on the "Enter" linkon the homepage?

Yes No

7. Canyou see the list offaculties when you click onthe Department's link onthetopleft sideofthe main
page?

I I Yes i I No

8. When you click onthe specific faculty onthe Department's page, is the list ofsubjects related to thefaculty
appear?

Yes No

9. Once youclicked on the specific subject can yousee a list oftopicsspecifically forthe chosen subjectwith
the related video. Power point slides and story linkunder each of the topic?

Yes No

10. Whenyouclick on the videolink underthe specific topic, are youbeingdirected to the location of the video
and can you watch the video?

Yes No

11. When you click onthe Power point slideslink under the topic, can you see an option box that give you the
option to save or open the PowerPoint slidesand can yousave and open the powerpoint?

I I Yes I I No
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12. When you click onthe story link under the topic, are you being directed to the location ofthewritten story?

Yes No

13. Can you see theword "welcome to UTP Story Sharing Website" thatis moving from the bottom left tothe
bottomright at each of the pages that you view?

NoYes

14. When you click onthe "Upload related PowerPoint/Story/video" link, is the login as administrator page
appears?

Yes No

15. When you key in the username or password andclick onthe resetbutton, isthe usemame andpassword
being cleared fromthe text box?

Yes No

16. Onceyou enter the correct usemameand password and click onthe submit button on the login page,can
yousee the upload file page?

Yes I I No

17. Canyou enterthe nameofthe topic into the textbox and browse the power point, video andstory from the
location that you've stored all those files?

""' NoYes

18. When you click onthe "Latest newson Storytelling" link located at the top left side ofthe website can you
see listsof categoriesofnews including Forum, Workshop, Training and Article and once youclick on each
ofthe categories, is a listof topics on the categories appear?

I I Yes I I No

19. Once you click onthe"Links" link onthetop left sideofthewebsite, isthe list oflinks toother university and
colleges appear?

Yes No

20. Once you click on the "Contact us" link on the top left side ofthe website, can you see a pagewith the
contact number and email of the administrator appears?

Yes No

21. Doyouthink thewebsiteis useful to trieLecturers and students of UTPinorder to boost up the learning
process?

I I Yes I I No

Justify your answer

22. Is the website's functionality meeting your expectation?

I I Yes I I No

Justify your answer
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Thank youfor your effort andco-operation in completing this questioimah
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Appendix 5: User Acceptance Testing Questionnaires
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Please tick I / I on the appropriate box provided for each ofthe question.

Objective: This set of Questionnaires is to checkon the usability of the UTP Story Sharing
website's user friendliness.

23. Name:

24. Age: years

25. Faculty:

26. Year of experience: Year(s)

27. Haveyouseen/use any similar websiteto Knowledge Sharing website inUTP?

| 1 Yes I 1 No

6. Do you findthat the linksof the website are easily being seen?
Yes I I No

7. Do you findthat the website have a proper security control?
Yes No

8. Is the website user friendly enough to both technical and non-technical user?
Yes No

9. Is the Process ofviewing the related video/written story/power pointslides too complicated forthe user?
| | Yes I I No

10. Is the process of uploading the related video/story/power pointtoo complicatedforthe user?
| j Yes I I No

11. What is the function(s) that you think it is not relevant to the website?
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12. Arethe functions of the website satisfies you as a user? Ifnotwhat is the other function(s) that the website
should have?

13. Rate thewebsite: 1=Very Poor 2=Poor 3=Average 4=Good 5=Excellent!

_ 1

Zl 2

_. 3

"1 4

Thank you for vonr effort andco-operation in completing this questionnaire.
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Appendix 6: Interview Questions for students in Second Classroom Research
(Foundation Physics)

Classroom Research on Storvtelling/Anaiogy method

Subject: Foundation Physics
Department: Foundation Studies

1. What do you think about lecturingsession by using power point slidesonly
without any analogy/stories to relate to the theories in the lecture slides?

2. Whydo you prefer/Not prefer analogy/stories during the lecturing session?

3. Doyou agree that by having analogy/stories related to the topic will help you to
understand and remember the points in the topic?
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